Gradient-based techniques are becoming increasingly critical in quantitative fields, notably in statistics and computer science. The utility of these techniques, however, ultimately depends on how efficiently we can evaluate the derivatives of the complex mathematical functions that arise in applications. In this paper we introduce a discrete adjoint method that efficiently evaluates derivatives for functions of discrete sequences.
We can always compute each sensitivity, du n /dψ, by propagating derivatives along the forward difference equations and constructing the corresponding sequence of sensitivities. This quickly becomes expensive, however, when there are many parameters that each require their own sensitivities. In order to better scale we need to bypass the superfluous computation of these intermediate derivatives and only propagate the minimal information needed to construct the total derivatives of the desired functionals.
In this paper we introduce a discrete adjoint technique that efficiently computes total derivatives without explicitly calculating intermediate sensitivities. We begin by reviewing the powerful continuous adjoint method for ordinary differential equations before deriving a discrete analog. Finally we demonstrate how the method can be applied to hidden Markov models.
CONTINUOUS ADJOINT SYSTEMS
The continuous analog of discrete sequences are state trajectories, u(t), defined implicitly through the ordinary differential equations du dt = f (u, ψ, t) along with the initial conditions u(t = 0) = υ(ψ).
A functional consumes the state trajectory and returns a single real number through an integration over time,
dt j(u, ψ, t).
Our goal is then to compute the total derivative of J with respect to the parameter ψ, taking into account not only the explicit dependence of ψ on j but also the implicit dependence through the influence of ψ on the evolution of the states u(t). For a thorough review of the possible strategies see Section 2.6 and 2.7 of Hindmarsh and Serban (2020).
Adjoint Task Force
An immediate way to compute gradients of functionals like this is to explicitly compute the state sensitivities η = du/dψ by solving the auxiliary ordinary differential equations,
Here a boldfaced fraction is shorthand for the Jacobian matrix
Once we've solved for the state sensitivities we can construct the total derivative of the desired functional through the chain rule,
This approach becomes burdensome, however, once we consider multiple parameters and hence multiple total derivatives, each of which requires integrating over its own trajectory of sensitivities. Another way to work out the total derivative of the functional is to treat the influence of the parameter on the state trajectory as constraints (Hannemann-Tamás, Muñoz and Marquardt, 2015) ,
which are explicitly incorporated into the functional with Lagrange multipliers, µ and λ(t),
As long as the constraints are satisfied this modified functional will equal our target functional for any values of the Lagrange multipliers. Under these constraints we can compute the total derivative of the functional by instead differentiating this modified functional. If we assume that everything is smooth then we can exchange the order of integration and differentiation to give
Once again a boldfaced fraction is shorthand for a Jacobian matrix. For example,
The benefit of this approach is that we can use the freedom in our Lagrange multipliers to eliminate the expensive state sensitivities entirely! First we need to integrate the time derivative of the sensitivities by parts to recover a pure sensitivity,
Then we substitute this result into the total derivative and gather all the sensitivity terms together,
Now we can exploit the freedom in our Lagrange multipliers to remove all vestiges of the sensitivities. First let's set µ = λ(0) to remove the initial sensitivities and λ(T ) = 0 to remove the final sensitivities. We can then remove the integral term that depends on the intermediate sensitivities if we set
In other words provided that λ(t) satisfies the differential equation
with the initial conditions λ(T ) = 0 then then total derivative of our target functional reduces to
The system of differential equations for λ(t) is known as the adjoint system relative to the original system of ordinary differential equations. If we first solve for u(t) then we can solve for the adjoint λ(t) and compute the total derivative dJ /dψ at the same time without having to compute any explicit sensitivities.
Computational Scalings
For a single parameter the direct approach is slightly more efficient, requiring two Ndimensional integrations for the states and their sensitivities compared to the adjoint approach which requires two N -dimensional integrations, one for the states and one for the adjoint states, and the extra one-dimensional integration to solve for the total derivative. The adjoint method, however, quickly becomes more efficient as we consider multiple parameters because the adjoint states are the same for all parameters.
When we have K parameters the forward sensitivity approach requires an N -dimensional integration for each sensitivity and the total cost scales as N +N ·K. The adjoint approach, however, requires only two N -dimensional solves to set up the states and the adjoint states and then K one-dimensional solves for each gradient component, yielding a total cost scaling of 2N + K.
Comparing these two scalings we see that the adjoint method is better when
a condition verified for any N provided that K ≥ 2. In other words the adjoint method will generally feature the highest performance in any application with at least two parameters. As the number of parameters increases the O(N K) scaling of the forward sensitivity approach grows much faster than the O(N + K) scaling of the adjoint method, and the performance gap only becomes more substantial.
An Application to Automatic Differentiation
A particularly useful application of the continuous adjoint method is for the reverse mode automatic differentiation (Bücker et al., 2006; Griewank and Walther, 2008; Margossian, 2019) of functions incorporating the solutions of ordinary differential equations. In order to propagate the needed differential information through the composite function we need to be able to evaluate the Jacobian of the final state with respect to the parameters, du dψ (T ), contracted against a vector, δ,
where † denotes transposition. This arises, for example, when computing the gradient of a scalar function, for example a probability density or an objective function, which implicitly depends on ψ through u.
We can recover the above contraction by defining the integrand
and the corresponding functional
The total derivative of this functional is given by
which we can then manipulate into the desired contraction
We can then use the continuous adjoint method to evaluate the total derivative of the functional and hence the desired Jacobian-adjoint product,
DISCRETE ADJOINT SYSTEMS
By carefully translating the differential operations in the continuous adjoint method to their discrete counterparts we can derive a corresponding discrete adjoint method.
Recall that in the discrete case our target functional is defined as
with the discrete states satisfying the forward difference equation,
along with the initial condition u 0 (ψ) = υ(ψ).
To construct the adjoint system we first introduce the nominal system as explicit constraints in a modified functional,
Taking a total derivative then gives
Now we can apply summation by parts to the forwards difference of sensitivities,
Plugging this result into our functional derivative then gives
As in the discrete case we can exploit the freedom in our Lagrange multipliers to remove all of the sensitivity terms. We first set
and then λ N −1 = 0 to remove all the sensitivities outside of the summations. We then eliminate the second summation by choosing the rest of the λ n to satisfy ∂j n ∂u n − λ n + λ n−1 − λ n · ∂∆ n ∂u n = 0,
This defines an adjoint system defined by the backward difference equations along with the terminal condition λ N −1 = 0.
If we solve for the sequence λ (N −1):0 after first forward solving the original sequence u 0:N , we can compute the total derivative of the functional as
APPLICATION TO HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
The discrete adjoint method is applicable to any discrete sequence defined by forward difference equations that depend only on the current state. In this section we demonstrate an application of the method to common hidden Markov models.
An elementary hidden Markov model is a probabilistic model over N observations, y n , and N hidden states, z n , satisfying the conditional dependence structure shown in Figure 1 . The joint density π(y 1:N , z 1:N , ψ) is readily computed, but the derivatives are ill-defined when the hidden states z are discrete. In order to apply gradient-based methods we first need to marginalize out the hidden states to define the marginal likelihood π(y 1:N , ψ) which can be differentiated.
Fortunately exact marginalization is tractable due to the conditional dependencies inherent to a hidden Markov model. Defining the observational density functions ω n,i ≡ π(y n | z n = i) and the transition matrices Γ n,ij ≡ π(z n+1 = i | z n = j)
we can marginalize the hidden states into the forward state probabilities α n,i ≡ π(y 1:N , z n = i).
Because of the defining conditional structure these state probabilities satisfy the recursion relation
where • denotes the element-wise Hadamard product, along with the initial condition
Forward solving the recursion relation efficiently computes each of the state probabilities, the last of which gives the desired marginal likelihood
In order to apply gradient-based learning algorithms to any probabilistic model containing a hidden Markov model we have to compute not only the marginal likelihood but also its gradient with respect to any unknown parameters. There are many ways to derive the gradient for this problem; in this section we will consider three approaches that tackle the derivation from different directions and different intuitions but arrive at the same result. These different approaches not only serve as cross checks for each other but also suggest that their common result is optimal.
In the statistics literature the gradient of the marginal likelihood is often derived as an indirect and subtle byproduct of the expectation maximization algorithm (Cappé, Moulines and Rydén, 2005) .
We can also obtain a more explicit derivation by unrolling the recursion and applying the chain rule iteratively. If we let Ω n denote a diagonal matrix of observational densities at the nth iteration, Ω n = diag(ω n ), then the final state probabilities can be written explicitly as
with the marginal likelihood taking the form
Applying the product rule for derivatives then gives
where we have defined the backwards states
A third, novel approach to deriving the marginal likelihood gradient is to interpret the recursion as a forward difference equation and apply the discrete adjoint method. Let u n = α n and manipulate the defining recursion relation into a forward difference
and take the summand j = 1 † · ∆ n to give the discrete functional
The total derivative of the discrete functional can be used to derive the derivative of the marginal likelihood,
In this case the adjoint system is defined as
The partial derivative reduces to
(λ n,i − 1) ω n+1,i Γ n+1,ij − (λ n,j − 1), or in matrix notation, (λ n − 1) · ∂∆ n ∂α n = Γ † n+1 · (ω n+1 • (λ n − 1)) − λ n + 1.
The backwards updates then become λ n − λ n+1 = (λ n+1 − 1) · ∂∆ n+1 ∂α n+1 λ n − λ n+1 = Γ † n+2 · (ω n+2 • (λ n+1 − 1)) − λ n+1 + 1 λ n = Γ † n+2 · (ω n+2 • (λ n+1 − 1)) + 1.
If we make the substitution κ n = 1 − λ n then this further simplifies to
which is just the backward states encountered above with a shifted index, κ n = β n−1 .
For the explicit derivative of the functional we also need ∂j n ∂ψ − λ n · ∂∆ n ∂ψ = (1 − λ n ) · ∂∆ n ∂ψ = κ n · ∂∆ n ∂ψ ,
where ∂∆ n ∂ψ = ∂ω n+1 ∂ψ • (Γ n+1 · α n ) + ω n+1 • ∂Γ n+1 ∂ψ · α n .
CONCLUSION
In analogy to the continuous adjoint methods used with ordinary differential equations, the discrete adjoint method defines a procedure to efficiently evaluate the derivatives of functionals over the evolution of discrete sequences. Because this procedure is fully defined by the derivatives of the forward difference equations and the summands defining the functional, it defines an efficient sequential differentiation algorithm that mirrors the structure of the original sequence. The beneficial scaling of this procedure makes the resulting implementations especially useful in practical applications.
We can apply the method to any mathematical model that depends on the parameters through an (implicit) forward difference equation. Once we have made this equation explicit the derivation of a differentiation algorithm is completely mechanical, minimizing the burden of its implementation.
